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Pedestrian Accessibility
to Parks

A 5 minute walking catchment of each park site is represented 
with a pink buffer. Buffer zones overlap where residents have a
5 minutes walk to more than one park.
Note: This map only includes parks, not other open space types 
such as burial grounds or squares.
Accessibility:
Unrestricted - Sites are available to everyone at all times.  Some sites 
may have restrictions between dusk and dawn.
Examples: Parks, Churches, Greens
Partially Restricted - Sites may be publicly or privately owned but
access may require an appointment or prior arrangement.
Example: Schools Grounds
Restricted - Sites are out of bounds to the general public although 
may be accessible to a small group of people.
Examples: Construction sites, Operational Open Land 
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Note:  White indicates areas beyond easy reach (5 minutes' walk)
of a park. The London Plan states that all Londoners should be
able to walk to a local park within 5 minutes of their home. We
have included parks within 1.2 km of the Borough boundary in
neighbouring Boroughs (as required in the Mayor's Guidance) but
this map shows that out of borough parks do little to improve
accessibility to parks for Tower Hamlets' residents. This map does
not detail accessibility to greens, burial grounds and other types of
open space.
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Tower Hamlets
Open Spaces Strategy

Accessibility to all parks above
1ha (LBTH local park) and

2ha (GLA local park) including
those outside of the Borough boundary.
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Pedestrian Accessibility
to Parks

A 5 minute walking catchment of each park site is represented 
with a pink buffer. Buffer zones overlap where residents have a
5 minutes walk to more than one park.
Note: This map only includes parks, not other open space types 
such as burial grounds or squares.
Accessibility:
Unrestricted - Sites are available to everyone at all times.  Some sites 
may have restrictions between dusk and dawn.
Examples: Parks, Churches, Greens
Partially Restricted - Sites may be publicly or privately owned but
access may require an appointment or prior arrangement.
Example: Schools Grounds
Restricted - Sites are out of bounds to the general public although 
may be accessible to a small group of people.
Examples: Construction sites, Operational Open Land 
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Note:  White indicates areas beyond easy reach (5 minutes' walk)
of a park. The London Plan states that all Londoners should be
able to walk to a local park within 5 minutes of their home. We
have included parks within 1.2 km of the Borough boundary in
neighbouring Boroughs (as required in the Mayor's Guidance) but
this map shows that out of borough parks do little to improve
accessibility to parks for Tower Hamlets' residents. This map does
not detail accessibility to greens, burial grounds and other types of
open space.
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Tower Hamlets
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Accessibility to Major Parks Including
those Outside of the Borough Boundary
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Pedestrian Accessibility
to Parks

A 15 minute Walking catchment of each Major park is represented 
with a lilac buffer. Each buffer is stacked where an overlap occurs 
and thus areas with close proximity to many sites appear to be darker.
Accessibility:
Unrestricted - Sites are available to everyone at all times.  Some sites 
may have restrictions between dusk and dawn.
Examples: Parks, Churches, Greens
Partially Restricted - Sites may be publicly or privately owned but access may 
require an appointment or prior arrangement.
Example: Schools Grounds
Restricted - Sites are out of bounds to the general public although may 
be accessible to a small group of people.
Examples: Construction sites, Operational Open Land 
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Note:  White indicates areas beyond easy reach (15 minute walk)
of a major park. The London Plan states that all Londoners should
be able to walk to a major park within 15 minute's walk of their
home. We have included major parks within 1.2 km of the
borough boundary in neighbouring boroughs (as required in the
Mayor's Guidance) but this map shows that out of borough parks
do little to improve accessibility to major parks for Tower Hamlets'
residents. Mile End Park shows as five separate parks. 
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The Major Parks inTower
Hamlets are:
Victoria Park
Mile End Park
Mudchute Park and Farm
with Millwall Park
The major parks outside the
Borough but within 1.2km
of the boundary are:-
Hackney Marshes
Greenwich Park
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